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Abstract—Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new efficiently idea of programmable networks that separates the control plane from data plane of all network devices. Internet service provider is responsible for all the control decisions and communication among the forwarding elements from centralized controller. SDN provides the various optimized services. Quality of service (QoS) routing is a path computation method that is suitable for the different traffics generated by several applications, while utilization of network resources has increased. This agreement of service is defined by QoS requirements such as throughput, delay, jitter and packet loss etc. Multimedia applications often require assured from multi QoS constrained, causing the NP-complete problem which cannot be simply solved in polynomial time and high management complexity in the transition network. SDN is able to reduce complexity and it is used to efficiently implement traffic, hence SDN significantly values to development QoS routing. In this paper, we propose QoS routing algorithm called Quantized Level Balance (QLB) for SDN that considers one or many QoS parameters relating to the network application. To satisfy the requirements, QLB selects QoS parameters depending to the level of appropriate application service quality. We have replicated our algorithm on simulate topology with Scalable Video-streaming Evaluation Framework (SVEF). We measure the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of Scalable Video Coding (SVC) at the receiver. Our propose algorithm is improved than single-metric approach that may choose poor QoS parameter paths.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Presently, there is a new efficiently network management called Software-defined networking (SDN) [1] which manages network by programmable concept. It offers important advantages over than traditional network by decoupling the control plane from data plane of all SDN network devices [2] to bring more flexible and manageable. Internet service provider is responsible for all the control decisions and communication among the forwarding elements from centralized controller. Consequently, it can apply SDN to lead control software relaying on network resources and routing.

Quality of Service (QoS) allows various applications or services operating as expected [3]. There are several problems of network performance such as the problems of throughput, delay, jitter and packet loss, which are called QoS parameter, in common network. The QoS constraints have three basic composition rules for complete path with respect to each QoS parameter such as Additive Metric (delay, hop count, cost, and jitter), Multiplicative metric (reliability and loss) and Concave metric (bandwidth) [4]. Each QoS parameter uses different rules. The evolution of QoS is more complex in routing as the QoS requirements specified by the various multimedia applications service. Moreover, QoS routing is suitable for multimedia applications such as voice over IP, video streaming and video conferencing etc. They are applications that require Multiple Constraint Path (MCP) [5]. On the other hand, some traditional routing protocols work on the network with a single mixed metric approach [6],[7] which is inadequate for multimedia applications. Additionally, they are increasingly used on the network.

In this paper, we propose QoS routing algorithm that is considered as one or many QoS parameters depending on the network application. To satisfy the requirements, our proposed algorithm takes QoS parameters by examining the level of appropriate quality for application services. We simulate our algorithm on simulate topology with SVEF which is an open-source SVC framework. We measure the PSNR and MOS of SVC at the receiver. It offers a better performance than only combination of equation that may choose some poor paths with unsatisfied QoS parameter.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Literature review is discussed in Section II. Section III explains Quality of Service and SVC. Techniques of work are presented in Section IV. Finally, we summarize this work in Section V.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section shows some different routing algorithms for NP-complete solutions such as Heuristic, Approximation and Randomization [8] as follows:

A. Heuristics algorithms

Heuristics algorithms were proposed to solve a NP-complete problem by reducing the complexity of path computation. The algorithm is fast whereas, it is not efficient to implement a best solution with acceptable probability. Heuristics algorithms can be classified into three types as follows:
1) Linear composition

Linear composition is an algorithm that combines additive metrics. Y. Cui [9] and J. M. Jaffe [10] proposed converting any two additive weights to a single metric. Z. Wang [6], [7] proposed a single mixed metric approach for bandwidth, delay or loss. Although it can be an indicator in path selection, it is not sufficient for reliable QoS routing.

2) Lagranges relaxation Linear compositions

Lagranges relaxation Linear compositions is an algorithm that calculates lower bound and finds good solutions. It combined the two weights in terms of $a$ to linear equation forms as an aggregate weight $w = w_1 + aw_2$. In SDN, the linear equations form was used in [11]. They had low time complexity. A. Juttner [12] proposed an aggregated concept that considers cost and delay. It was used with SDN for service Scalable Video Coding (SVC) transmission in [13].

3) Non-Linear

Non-Linear is an algorithm that combined multi-constrained to a single weight by using non-linear formation. It was suitable for the metrics that are not correlated. T. Korkmaz [14] proposed H_MCOP algorithm that is the current best Non-Linear Heuristics algorithm. It uses Dijkstra algorithm two times including reverse direction by a linear function and forward direction by a non-linear function. This algorithm has been also proposed in SDN [15].

B. Approximation algorithms

Approximation algorithms were those heuristic that also implement some error bounds. They are efficient in arbitrary specified precision. However, they have high time complexity. G. Xue [16] proposed an Approximation algorithm that approximates all k-constraints without enforcing any one constraint.

C. Randomization algorithms

Randomization algorithms have randomness concept that are used to avert sudden problems when routing for a feasible path. Although they can be executed for inaccurate or dynamic networks, they are unfriendly with small probability. T. Korkmaz [13] implemented Randomized Breadth First Search (BFS) invents nodes from a chance node to a final destination node.

III. QUALITY OF SERVICE

QoS is needed to deliver uninterrupted multimedia services. There are many researches on how to satisfy the QoS requirements [17] such as throughput, delay, jitter, and packet loss etc.

A. QoS Requirements

The multimedia applications offer many services [18] such as video streaming, video on demand, voice over IP and video streaming etc. Each multimedia application uses a mechanism to provide differentiated QoS shows in TABLE I.

Voice over IP application uses low bandwidth. However, it is a real-time service required low latency, jitter and loss. In a real-time video application such as video conference, they should be effective in all QoS constraints as well as being high

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Throughput Demand</th>
<th>Latency Tolerance</th>
<th>Jitter Tolerance</th>
<th>Packet Loss Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web browsing</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File transfer (FTP)</td>
<td>Low-High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat (IM)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video streaming</td>
<td>Medium-High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video on demand</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice over IP / WiFi</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video conferencing</td>
<td>Medium-High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Scalable Video coding

Scalable Video Coding (SVC) is a video compression standard that is extension of the Advanced Video Coding (AVC). It translates data stream and conversely translates video into a bit stream. The SVC offers many benefits such as more flexible, leading to higher storage and reduced redundancy. SVC was used in diverse video applications such as video on demand, video conferencing and video streaming etc.

Presently, there are many SVC frameworks such as SVEF [19], myEvalSVC-Mininet [20] and DASH-SVC-Toolchain [21] etc. In this paper, we use SVEF for video streaming application since SVEF has been used in several frameworks. Therefore, we measure average PSNR and MOS from 4CIF YUV video at 30 fps that was encoded in SVC format with cross-layer scheduling by Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) in four constraints such as bandwidth, delay, jitter and loss. Since delay and jitter have low effect on PSNR, we show only MOS results that use in Quantized_to_3levels() as follows:

![Fig. 1. MOS of received SVC stream from bandwidth constraint](image)

From Fig. 1, in too low bandwidth, the traffic will be congested, lead to have high jitter and loss. Thus, users feel annoyed when they watch the video stream at low bandwidth. In Fig. 2 shows loss rate which is important effect on PSNR and MOS down. It makes distortion in video frame.
Delay has low effect on MOS as shown in Fig. 3. We set the delay at 100 ms (fair rating) because there is nothing changed for MOS results of a received video for various fixed delay values [22] as shown in Fig. 4.

These graphs are examining by calculating the average MOS values for each constraint. The user's perceived quality of watching a video can be analyzed. We use the MOS for group levels. The MOS level is normally used to rate the quality of videos from 1 to 5. However, our experiment currently supports 3 levels. Thus, we define lower 3 in MOS is 3 in QLB, between 3 and 4 in MOS is 2 in QLB and upper 4 in MOS is 1 in QLB.

In Table II, we provide summarizing results of constrained level such as bandwidth, loss and jitter. Constraint Level (Table II) is used in Quantized_to_3levels(). However, all constrained varies with the types of codec used and video motion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QoS Constraints</th>
<th>QLB Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth level</td>
<td>&gt; 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss level</td>
<td>&lt; 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter level</td>
<td>&lt; 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. TECHNIQUES

This section shows the single mixed metric [6], [7] problem and proposes our algorithm called QLB that improved the single mixed metric. The mixed QoS parameter method is an interesting heuristic. It consists of bandwidth, delay and loss rate as expressed in Equation (1).

\[ f(p) = \frac{\text{bandwidth}(p)}{\text{delay}(p)+\text{loss}(p)} \]  

In order to compare the single mixed metric to our approach, the equation (1) must be inverted into weight from (2). This equation will be applied in our simulation.

\[ \text{Weight}(p) = \frac{\text{delay}(p)+\text{loss}(p)}{\text{bandwidth}(p)} \]  

From the above equation (1), we simply define 2 mbps bandwidth with delay and packet loss following in Table III, and then an example of single mixed metric result can be calculated as follows:

For example: \( f(p) = \frac{2000}{100 \times 25} = \frac{2000}{200 \times 12.5} = \frac{2000}{500 \times 5} = 0.8 \)

The single mixed metric combines QoS parameters. Although different QoS parameters are used, the single mixed metric may produce the same result. Nevertheless, a good routing algorithm must select a path that has balance-QoS parameter values as second row of Table III for multimedia applications which should not have any poor QoS parameter.

A. The algorithm description

Our proposed algorithm takes QoS parameters suitable for application services. Selection of QoS parameters depends on Table I and level for QoS parameters regarding on Table II e.g., video streaming should analyze four parameters such as bandwidth, delay, jitter and loss since Table I illustrate that video streaming is able to work on medium throughput, delay, jitter and loss. However, from constraint measure results in Fig. 1-4 show that delay does not have effect on the video quality too much. Thus, we use throughput, jitter and loss for this work.
Steps:
1. Use Dijkstra’s algorithm for QLB
2. Quantized all QoS parameters to a desired level and use the mixed metric weight.
3. In this step, there are two choices for classify each QoS parameters to level QoS parameters as follows:
   a. Total Weight
   b. Balance Weight

B. Dijkstra’s algorithm for QLB

Dijkstra’s algorithm is serviced to search the optimum shortest paths between nodes in a directed graph G (V, E), denote: set of nodes (V) and set of edges (E). We modify Dijkstra’s algorithm to consider three constraints and consider weights as follows: ew[] is node, ew[] are raw QoS parameters, ew[] are quantized QoS parameters, level weight (ew[]), and the mixed single metric weight (ew[]). Denote: Number of Level of category (L) and Number of QoS parameter (P).

Function of Dijkstra’s algorithm consists of two functions as follows:

```
Modify_Dijkstra_Algirthm function
Input: G, s
Output: dis[V], pre[V]
1: for each v in V
2: dis[v] ← ∞
3: pre[v] ← null
4: Q ← set(node.keys)
5: while (Q≠null)
6: u ← Minimum_distance(d,Q)
7: for each v adjacent to u do
8: adj[v][0] ← Min (dis[u][0], ew[u,v][0])
9: adj[v][1] ← dis[u][1] + ew[u,v][1]
11: adj[] ← Quantized_to_3levels (adj[])
12: adj[] ← Total_Weight (adj[]) or Balance_Weight(adj[])
13: if dis[v][0] = adj[v][P] then
14: if dis[v][1] > adj[v][P+1] then
15: dis[v][0] ← adj[v][P]
16: dis[v][1] ← adj[v][P+1]
17: pre[v][0] ← dis[v][0]
18: pre[v][1] ← dis[v][1]
19: else if dis[v][0] > adj[v][P] then
20: dis[v][0] ← adj[v][P]
21: dis[v][1] ← adj[v][P+1]
22: pre[v][0] ← dis[v][0]
23: pre[v][1] ← dis[v][1]
```

Fig. 5. Modify_Dijkstra’s Algorithm for QLB

Our Modify_Dijkstra_Algorithm() (Fig. 5) is enhanced from an original algorithm that considers QoS parameters while collect weight from source to node v in adj[v][0] (bandwidth), adj[v][1] (loss) and adj[v][2] (jitter). It uses Quantized_to_3levels() for calculating a mixed single metric (adj[][]) and quantizing each QoS parameter and uses

```
Modify_Minimum_distance function
Input: distance, Q
Output: node, min
1: min_level ← ∞
2: min_mix ← ∞
3: node ← 0
4: for v in Q do
5: adj_node[v] ← Quantized_to_3levels (distance[v])
6: node[v] ← Total_Weight (distance[v]) or Balance_Weight(distance[v])
7: if adj_node[v][P] = min_level then
8: if adj_node[v][P+1] < min_mix then
9: min_level ← adj_node[v][P]
10: min_mix ← adj_node[v][P+1]
11: node ← v
12: else if adj_node[v][P] < min[0] then
13: min_level ← adj_node[v][P]
14: min_mix ← adj_node[v][P+1]
15: node ← v
```

Fig. 6. Modify_Minimum_distance function

Modify_Minimum_distance() is a component of Dijkstra’s algorithm used to retrieve a node that has the first minimum level weight [line11]. If the minimum level weight is equal to the weight being compared [line 6], the next weight has to be checked [line 7].

C. The Quantized of QoS parameters

This section presents the conversion of the QoS parameter to a desired level by the quality of threshold that is defined in TABLE II. Definition: Good=1, Medium=2 and Poor=3. Quantized_to_3levels() (Fig. 7) is used to calculate a mixed metric equation and divide three threshold levels.

In calculate mixed metric equation, we adapt (2) that consist of bandwidth, delay and loss without jitter. Jitter is added into (3) in order to calculate mixed metric.

```
Weight mixed metric = \frac{delay + jitter + loss}{bandwidth}
```

From (3), we calculate each QoS parameter for weight of path by different rules. Delay and jitter are additive metric and loss is multipliciative metric. However, loss constraint of path in Mininet simulator, calculate from additive metric during links (4).

```
Weight mixed metric path = \frac{\sum delay \times jitter + \sum loss}{bandwidth}
```

In addition, it is serviced for QoS parameters which are stored at edge weights (ew[]). It begins from Bandwidth [line 2-4], Jitter [line 5-7] and Loss. [line 8-10]. Thresholds in Fig. 7, they are defined from TABLE II which we can take them to a multimedia service appropriately.
Denote: ew[][0] is edge weight of delay level (unused in this work), ew[][1] is edge weight of bandwidth level, ew[][2] is edge weight of loss level and ew[][3] is edge weight of jitter level.

**Quantized_to_3levels function**

Input: ew
Output: ew

1: ew[][P+1]=mixed metric equation (4)
2: if ew[][1] > 2.2 then ew[][1] ← 1
3: else if ew[][1] ≥ 1.6 then ew[][1] ← 2
4: else if ew[][1] < 1.6 then ew[][1] ← 3
5: if ew[][2] < 0.2 then ew[][2] ← 1
6: else if ew[][2] ≤ 0.3 then ew[][2] ← 2
7: else if ew[][2] > 0.3 then ew[][2] ← 3
8: if ew[][3] < 4 then ew[][3] ← 1
9: else if ew[][3] ≤ 6 then ew[][3] ← 2
10: else if ew[][3] > 6 then ew[][3] ← 3

![Fig. 7. Quantized_to_3levels function](image)

**D. Total Weight**

This method is to sum the levels of each QoS parameters. It requires time complexity lower than Balance Weight.

Fig. 8 shows Total Weight() function. It is used for grouped addition level of each QoS parameter (ew[][P+1]) [line 1] and subtract the summation of edge weight from (L-1) for weight level [line 2].

**Total_Weight function**

Input: ew
Output: ew

1: ew[][P+1] ← sum(each ew[0])
2: ew[][P+1] ← (ew[][P+1] – (L-1)) / MG

![Fig. 8. Total_Weight function](image)

Total Weight has a maximum number of groups (MG) that depends on Number of Level of category (L) and Number of QoS Parameter (P). We can predict a maximum number of groups from equation (5), (6).

\[
MG_{Total\ Weight} = 1, \quad \text{where } L=1 \quad (5)
\]

\[
MG_{Total\ Weight} = L + [(P-1)2^{(L-2)}], \quad \text{where } L > 1 \quad (6)
\]

**E. Balance Weight**

This method classifies by examining each QoS category level and sorts desired levels from low to high. It is used to avoid some poor QoS parameters.

Fig. 9 presents Check_level_parameter() that supports Balance_Weight() for counting the numbers in each level of QoS parameters. Its time complexity is O(P*MG).

**Check_level_parameter function**

Input: ew, P, L
Output: count

1: for p=1 to P do
2: for l=1 to L do
3: if ew[l] = p then count[p] + 1

![Fig. 9. Check_level_parameter function](image)

**Balance_Weight function**

Input: ew
Output: ew

1: count[] ← Check_level_parameter(ew, P, L)
2: if count[1] = L then ew[][P+1] = 1/MG
3: if count[2] ≥ 0 and count[3] = 0 then
4: for n=1 to P do
6: if count[3] > 0 then ew[][P+1] = P+L+1/MG
7: if count[3] = n then ew[][P+1] = P+L+m+1/MG

![Fig. 10. Balance_Weight function](image)

We can predict each maximum number of groups from equations (7) - (10).

\[
MG_{Balance} = L, \quad \text{where } L=1 \quad (7)
\]

\[
MG_{Balance} = L+P, \quad \text{where } L=2 \quad (8)
\]

\[
MG_{Balance} = 1 + P + \sum_{k=1}^{P} k, \quad \text{where } L=3 \quad (9)
\]

\[
MG_{Balance} = 1 + P + \sum_{k=1}^{P} k + MG_{Balance (p-1)}, \quad \text{where } L=4 \quad (10)
\]

**F. Simulate**

In our proposed algorithm, we simulate on the topology and information regarding to Bandwidth (B), jitter (J) and loss (L) by using three threshold levels in Mininet. We measure PSNR from 4CIF YUV video at 30 fps that is encoded in SVC format by Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM).
Fig. 11 shows simple topology with three constrained such as bandwidth (mbps), loss rate (percent) and jitter (ms) at delay as 100 ms and results from calculating links and paths by Total Weight and Balance Weight, respectively. We show different cases for path choosing between Total Weight and Balance Weight. Total Weight function selects the top path (A-B-C-F) since total level weight is lowest (PSNR is 17 dB and MOS is 1.7). Balance Weight function takes the bottom path (A-D-E-F) which is the lowest balance level weight (PSNR is 20 dB and MOS is 2.3). The comparison results between total weight and balance weight reveal that balance weight has about 3 dB PSNR and 0.6 MOS which are greater than total weight.

V. CONCLUSION

Multimedia application has been continuously increased in the world network. QoS routing is popular requested for multimedia application. Furthermore, the most QoS transmissions have the NP-complete problem since they consider multi-constrained. SDN is another network management concept which is developed continuously for the reason that it has advantages more than traditional network. Therefore, it is suitable for various services, particularly multimedia services.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm called QLB with SDN-aware. It is used to consider MCF which uses quantized and classifies into groups. We arrange into two types: 1) Total Weight and 2) Balance Weight. Total Weight is summarized QoS category levels, whereas Balance Weight is selected each QoS category level in ascending order. Although time complexity of Balance Weight is more than Total Weight, Balance Weight is suitable for generally multimedia applications since the majority of multimedia services required each suitable QoS category with well path selection. Future work, we will quantify five levels from Mean Opinion Score (MOS). Moreover, we are going to simulate various videos with frame sizes on different large topologies that have dynamic update of QoS parameters.
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